Response Forum XVII
January 31, 2018

Works-in-Progress Discussions
presented by the Fellows of the Fox Center

5:00pm  Hors d’oeuvres and Wine
5:45pm  Opening Remarks, Dean Michael A. Elliott
6:00pm  Table Discussions Begin

Michael C. Carlos Museum
Ackerman Hall

Featured Speaker:
Michael A. Elliott
Charles Howard Candler Professor of English and
Dean of Emory College of Arts and Sciences

Tables and Presenters

Inhabitation: Anthropological, Theological, and Ecological Identity as Educational Challenge
Jennifer Ayres, Senior Fellow, Candler School of Theology

A Tale of Two Translations: Reinterpreting Beauvoir in Japan, 1953-1997
Julia Bullock, Senior Fellow, REALC

Medieval Popular Piety: The Bible and the Psalms in Middle English
James Morey, Senior Fellow, English

A Prehistory of Freedom: Local and Western Political Thought in Nineteenth-Century Japan
Mark Ravina, Senior Fellow, History

The Orisa House that Afro-Catholics Built: Africana Antecedents to Yoruba Religious Formation in Trinidad
Dianne Stewart, Senior Fellow, Religion and African American Studies

Wisdom Literature from the Ancient World
Walter Wilson, Senior Fellow, Candler School of Theology

Emblems of Adversity: Seamus Heaney’s Local Speech
William Fogarty, N.E.H. Postdoctoral Fellow in Poetics, English

Sound Relations: The Culture of Listening in Modern Medicine
Kiera Allison, Postdoctoral Fellow, English

‘We Make Converts’: Dave Brubeck’s New and ‘Respectable’ Jazz Audience
Kelsey Klotz, Postdoctoral Fellow, Musicology

The Kindness of Enslavers: Temperate Scientists Among Tropical Slavery
Chris Willoughby, Postdoctoral Fellow, History

For detailed topic descriptions and Fox Fellow bios, please see: fchi.emory.edu

Hosted by
The Bill and Carol Fox Center for Humanistic Inquiry

To reserve a seat at a table, please contact the Fox Center @ foxcenter@emory.edu or 404.727.6424. Participants accepted on a first-come, first-serve basis.